Congregational Picnic

Join us on Saturday, August 24

Family Activities - 4:00 PM • Dinner - 5:00 PM • Rock My Havdalah Service - 6:00 PM

Join our Temple family as we celebrate summer!

Games, art projects, bounce house, facepainting, great food, fun and much, much more!

Dinner cost: Adults $10 each; Children $5 each

Reservations and payments can be made online at http://bit.ly/ttticongregationalpicnic or contact Allison Shippy at 216.455.1703 or email ashippy@ttti.org.

Please RSVP by Tuesday, August 20

Let’s grab this opportunity to come together to spend time with family and friends and maybe even meet some new ones. Let’s turn The Temple Picnic into The Temple’s Family and Friend’s Friends Picnic. The idea is to get our friends and your friends together. You come to the picnic and invite your friends and they invite their friends and so on ... and before we know, there will be lots of friends, new and old, joining in the fun.

The Temple Picnic is a great way to bring the family together for some quality time, of course while enjoying the good company and all the yummy food! The cost of the picnic is only $10 per adult and $5 for kids. However, if you think that any of your friends might be interested in becoming a part of The Temple family, you can invite them as our guests. Just provide us their contact information and we’ll do the rest.

At 6:00 PM, following family activities and dinner, we will experience a special Rock My Havdalah together. This special service marks the end of Shabbat and the transition back into “everyday time.” For younger children, Havdalah is a memorable send-off to the week, with flames and spices still dancing in their heads. For the rest of us, it’s something else: a lovely mini-ritual that often gives a quick injection of energy with which to start the week.

You can make your reservations and payments online or contact Allison Shippy at 216.455.1703 or email ashippy@ttti.org.

To include your friends in the fun, make sure you add their names and contact information, in the special box on your online picnic reservation form.

In conjunction with The Temple’s Social Action Committee, please bring a pair of new socks to be donated to the Northeast Ohio Coalition for the Homeless.
MAZEL TOV TO OUR B’NAI MITZVAH

Lizabeth “Lizzie” Jani Walsh

Saturday, August 10 at 4:30 PM
Lizzie is the daughter of Alisa and Jonathan Walsh. She is a student at Solon Middle School. Lizzie is volunteering with the Broadway Buddies musical theatre camp for her Mitzvah Project. As a volunteer for this group of kids and adults with special needs, Lizzie will assist with camp activities such as acting, singing, swimming and arts & crafts.

Mikayla Rose Goldman

Saturday, August 31 at 11:00 AM
Mikayla is the daughter of Debbie and Mitch Goldman. She attends the Joseph and Florence Mandel Jewish Day School. For her Mitzvah Project, Mikayla will be donating school supplies to the Thomas Jefferson International Newcomers Academy.

Jacob Declan Gearity

Saturday, August 31 at 4:30 PM
Jacob is the son of Scott Gearity and Susan Moskowitz. He is a student at Shaker Middle School. For his Mitzvah Project, Jacob is volunteering at the Greater Cleveland Food Bank.

ADULT B’NAI MITZVAH PROGRAM

LED BY CANTOR KATHY SEBO

Are you ready for one of the great thrills of Jewish life? Have you always wanted to become a Bar or Bat Mitzvah? The Temple will honor our next cohort of Adult B’nai Mitzvah in a special Shabbat service on Friday evening, May 1, 2020.

Save the date for an Informational Meeting
Wednesday, September 4 at 7:00 PM
To reserve your spot in the 2020 Adult B’nai Mitzvah class, please contact Cyndi Wilson at cwilson@tti.org or call 216.455.1695.

WE HOPE YOU WILL JOIN US ON THIS MEANINGFUL JOURNEY.
The first paragraph on the front page of today’s New York Times (July 3, 2019) hit me hard: “Overcrowded, squalid conditions are more widespread at migrant centers along the southern border than initially revealed, the Department of Homeland Security’s independent watchdog said Tuesday. Its report describes standing-room-only cells, children without showers and hot meals, and detainees clamoring desperately for release.”

What kind of country are we if we allow this sort of thing to happen? What kind of people are we if we do not stand up against inhumane harshness, against the gratuitous cruelty which we are now witnessing? Nancy Pelosi puts the matter starkly: “The inhumanity at the border is a challenge to the conscience of America.”

It is more than clear to me that our Jewish tradition stands firmly against this kind of thing even as it also stands for the rule of law and the need for regular processes. It is significant that the Torah commands humane treatment of the stranger more than thirty-six times for that very fact suggests both a recognition of our instincts and a plea to transcend them. The stranger, after all, can be frightening to us. What strange, even hostile, ideas, attitudes and actions might the stranger bring to our shores? How might large numbers of strangers begin to alter our sense of who we are as a country?

And so we are admonished, over and over again, not “to wrong the stranger,” at first, on the principle of empathy... “for you were strangers in the land of Egypt” (Exodus 22:20) and “You know the feelings of the stranger” (Exodus 23:9). And then the foundation is extended to a central postulate of the very first chapter of the Bible which declares that human beings have an inherent dignity by virtue of the fact that all of us come into the world already “made in the image of G-d.” And more: calling upon the Bible’s fundamental “You shall love your neighbor as yourself,” long interpreted by our tradition as respect: “You shall respect, give weight, to your neighbor as you give respect to yourself and want others to give respect to you.”

Moreover, in the hands of Hillel, this concern is elevated to the very pinnacle of biblical ethics: “What is repugnant to you, do not do to your fellow human beings. All the rest is commentary.” “All the rest is commentary” implies that all of Judaism, all the ways by which we extend the meaning and reach of Judaism, can be seen as expansions of the fundamental idea that we must treat the other, whether family or friend or neighbor or stranger, with the dignity he or she inherently deserves.

In addition, the rabbis point to the biblical conviction that we are all descendants of one pair of ancestors to mean that all humanity is one family, one group of brothers and sisters. Deep down and despite all our differences, some off-putting, some even frightening, we are all connected with one another by mutual obligation. Here, as Rabbi Gerson Cohen summarizes it, genealogy is transformed into a moral message.

Indeed, human life is precarious and our brothers and sisters at our southern border have experienced, and are now experiencing, the perils that nature, governments and other human beings can bring to fragile humanity. And we must protect the fragile. Mine is not a plea for open borders and passage without process and regulation. Mine is a plea for conscience and compassion as guides to the way we treat one another, especially the vulnerable strangers in our midst. We cannot sit back and accept the current situation. For though the immediate crisis may abate, the image now thrust upon us will not soon disappear from our consciousness. And it will, as it ought to, trouble our sleep persisting as a rebuke to our country and to the failure of the values we, as Americans and as Jews, claim to hold so dear.

L’Shalom, Rabbi Roger C. Klein
Our Temple kids, your children and grandchildren, are going forth, like Abraham and Sarah, in search of the promise that is to be theirs. Keeping in touch with them while they are away is a priority for The Temple. Maintaining a connection makes a difference in their lives. It’s important because they are in search mode, their identity is evolving and they’re open to different ideas. This link provides a touchstone for them to connect with the clergy, staff and the congregation.

Everyone loves to receive packages and cards! Several times a year we send something to remind them that they are missed and that they are in our thoughts when they are away! If we have their addresses, they will receive High Holiday Day greetings; Holiday care packages; and special emails and notes from the clergy and staff. We have heard from students over the years about how much these packages mean to them and motivate them to do something Jewish even while away from home.

We depend on YOU to help keep the lines of communication open. Please help us remind them that The Temple remains a vital and important part of their lives wherever they go! Simply email your child’s contact information to jcollins@ttti.org or complete the online form at bit.ly/ttticollegeconnect and we’ll do the rest!

Feel free to call me at 216.455.1707 or email jcollins@ttti.org if you have any questions.

– Jamie Collins, Director of Youth Engagement
Save These Dates for Awesome Youth Group Events!

**Club 4-5 (4th-5th grades)**
Make Believe Family Fun Center (busing provided) - Sunday, September 22 from 12:00 to 4:00 PM
Rollhouse Entertainment - Sunday, November 3 from 12:00 to 4:00 PM
Slime Making at Paper Source - Sunday, January 12 from 12:00 to 3:00 PM
Hands on Pottery - Sunday, March 1 from 12:00 to 2:30 PM

**678 TYG (6th-8th Grades)**
Escapology - Sunday, September 15 from 12:30 to 3:30 PM
TBD - Sundays, November 17 & January 26
Pre-Passover Pizza & Donut Making - Sunday, April 5 from 12:30 to 3:30 PM

We are looking for parents to drive kids from The Temple to events. If interested, or for questions, contact Jamie Collins, Director of Youth Engagement at jcollins@ttti.org.

---

**TEMPLE LEARNING CENTER 3RD & 4TH GRADE RETREAT**

“Shehechiyanu” - Finding Awesome Moments

**Sunday, September 15 from 9:30 AM to 4:00 PM at the Holden Arboretum**

Drop off at 9:30 AM at The Temple - Buses return at 4:00 PM

Join us for fun and interactive programs around the Arboretum

Cost $40 per child: Pizza lunch and snacks will be provided

Please register at bit.ly/tttitlc3and4retreat

For questions, contact Iree Reich at 216.455.1709 or email ireich@ttti.org

---

**LAKE COUNTY CAPTAINS TEMPLE FAMILY & FRIENDS DAY!**

**CAPTAINS VS. GREAT LAKES LOONS**
Sponsored by The Temple Brotherhood

**SATURDAY, AUGUST 31ST**

Picnic BBQ begins at 5:00 PM • The game starts at 7:00 PM

Join us for an ALL-STAR BBQ including: BBQ chicken, hot dogs, pasta salad, chips, cookies & soft drinks.

Cost: $15 (13 and over) • $12 kids (4-12) • 3 and under free

Cost includes your meal and your ticket to the game. Spend a beautiful summer evening with Temple friends. PLUS... It’s Fan Appreciation Night with special prize give-aways!

Reserve your spot online at bit.ly/BrotherhoodCaptainsGame by August 23 or email Chuck Miller at cm38@case.edu

---
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Linda Sanders reviews The Only Woman in the Room by Marie Benedict!

This is an exciting and intriguing novel based on the real life of actress Hedy Lamarr. Not only was she exquisitely gorgeous, but she possessed a brilliant mind. As an only child in Austria, born to a life of privilege, she chose to become an actress in the theater. An Austrian magnate, who saw her perform, fell under her spell and aggressively pursued her with his immense wealth and connections to the Nazi party. After they married, she was like a captured bird in a cage, not allowed to leave the luxurious castles her husband owned. But because of his wealth and connections, she heard details of the plotting Nazis when they were visiting her husband. Eventually, she escaped to England where she was able to board a ship to the USA. In addition to her accomplishments as a leading lady in Hollywood, she collaborated with composer George Antheil on designing a “Secret Communications System” designed to keep Nazis from intercepting Allied transmissions during WWII. Although she had a patent for her invention, it wasn’t widely known until near the end of her life. It actually was the basis for WiFi!

New DVDs: The Catcher Was a Spy brings to life the incredible true story about Moe Berg, the pro baseball player who became a World War II spy. The Jewish Cardinal tells the amazing true story of Jean-Marie Lustiger, the son of Polish-Jewish immigrants, who maintained his cultural identity as a Jew even after converting to Catholicism at an early age, joining the priesthood, and becoming an Archbishop!

Notice the bookcase in the Commons as you enter The Temple? See something you’d like to borrow, or want to visit the library for something else: DVDs, books for children or adults? Ask at the welcome desk for directions to the Hartzmark Library, which is located across from the Hartzmark Center for Jewish Art, Religion and Culture. Check-out slips are always available on the library desk to use when the library is not staffed.

The LITERARY CLUB DISCUSSION will meet on Wednesdays at 1:00 this year, and will begin October 16.

Contact Andrea Davidson, librarian at 216.455.1724 for information.

SUMMER HOURS
The library is staffed Mondays 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM, Tuesdays 9:30 AM - 4:00 PM, and Wednesdays 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM.
JOIN US FOR TWA’S OPENING LUNCHEON!

Thursday, September 19 at 11:30 AM

TWAs Opening Luncheon is sponsored by TWA but open to all congregants, men and women, and their family and friends!

Breaking News With Adam Miller

Director of Content, WKYC, Former Producer of the Today Show

Adam Miller is the Director of Content at WKYC Channel 3 News, where he oversees the vision, strategy and hiring across all broadcast and digital news platforms. Adam was most recently the Senior Producer of NBC’s TODAY Show, where he was responsible for programming, launching and developing series and content for the fourth hour with Kathie Lee Gifford & Hoda Kotb. In addition to leading a team of on-air talent and producers, Adam supervised daily segments and floor produced one hour of live television each morning. During his time at TODAY, the show won three Daytime Emmy Awards for Outstanding Morning Program. Adam has traveled from Beijing to London - covering everything from the 2008 Summer Olympic Games, to the Royal Wedding of Prince William and Kate Middleton. As a producer at the show, Adam reported on some of the biggest news events in recent history including the Boston Marathon bombings, the miracle at the Chilean mine, the devastating 2010 Haiti earthquake and Hurricane Sandy. Adam earned a Bachelor of Science in Journalism at Northwestern University and is a graduate of Orange High School. He is a Temple member and the son of members Sherry and Robert Miller. Adam currently lives in Moreland Hills with his wife and two daughters.

Cost for the luncheon is $35

Reservations must be received by September 10
Pay quick and easy online! Go to… Bit.ly/twaopeninglunch
For questions, contact Marcia Hales at 216.255.2922 or marcia762@gmail.com

Co-chairs: Deedra Dolin, Marcia Hales & Harriet Piccione

TWA OPENING LUNCHEON - THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 19

Remit with payment by September 10 to TWA, c/o The Temple, 26000 Shaker Boulevard, Beachwood, OH 44122
Please make checks payable to TWA.

Names Attending ____________________________________________________________

Phone ___________________________ Email ________________________________

Please seat me with ________________________________________________________

# Attending _____ @ $35 ea. Total Enclosed$ _______
THANK YOU FOR BEING ALL IN!

Dear Temple Family,

The 2018-19 All In Campaign has officially come to a close. We’d like to extend a heartfelt Todah Rabah to all our donor families for their ongoing support and generosity. Stay tuned to a fall issue of The Temple Times introducing our 2019-20 campaign!

Thank you for your support and for being All In,
Rachel Feinleib, Jill Miller, and Dina Rock, Campaign Co-Chairs
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CONGREGANTS IN THE NEWS

Shelley Saltzman Recognized by Crain's Cleveland Business

Each year, Crain’s Cleveland Business recognizes women who are dedicated to creating and expanding learning opportunities for Northeast Ohioans of all ages, at all levels and in a host of fields. Their leadership, devotion and example are helping to shape a better future for our region and its people. Shelly Saltzman, founder and model education leader of Citizens Leadership Academy Schools, was among those recognized this year. Shelly is redefining middle-school education in Cleveland through her two Citizen Leadership Academy (CLA) charter schools. A third school is coming to the Lee-Harvard neighborhood.

Trudy Wiesenberger Honored by Facing History and Ourselves

On Tuesday, May 7, at the Milton and Tamar Maltz Performing Arts Center at The Temple-Tifereth Israel at CWRU, Trudy was recognized for her role in helping to establish Facing History in Cleveland. Facing History and Ourselves is an international educational organization committed to confronting bigotry and anti-semitism using examples in history and by teaching moral courage.

JOIN THE TEMPLE CHAI LIFERS
EXCURSION TO GREAT LAKES THEATER
MATINEE PERFORMANCE OF

Julius Caesar

Sunday, October 20, 3:00 PM at the Hanna Theater

A timeless drama of intrigue, allegiance and conspiracy, Julius Caesar is the ultimate political thriller. Caesar’s triumphant return from war causes concern about one person’s pursuit of too much power. Machiavellian machinations result in resounding consequences and throw an empire into turmoil. Shakespeare’s politically-charged play reverberates through the ages and poses questions that we still seek answers to centuries later.

We will carpool from the Temple parking lot; meet at 1:45 PM and leave at 2:00 PM.

After the performance, we will walk to Republic Restaurant, 1425 Euclid Ave., for a self-pay dinner around 6:00 PM.

Cost - $68.00 includes theater and nearby parking.

Invite your friends and family to join you!

Limited seating • Register by September 15, 2019

For questions, contact Ellen Markell, 440.421.9040 or Candy Anker, 216.291.5032

THE TEMPLE CHAI LIFERS’ GREAT LAKES THEATER – SUNDAY, OCTOBER 20

Please make checks payable to: The Temple / Memo Line: Chai Lifers Julius Caesar

Mail registration and check to: Candy Anker, 3554 Fenley Road, Cleveland Heights, OH 44121

Name(s) Please print clearly ________________________________

Phone _______________________ Email _____________________________ # ____ @ $68 ea. = Total enclosed $________

☐ Willing to be a carpool driver

Do you know a congregant being honored in our community? If so, let us know so we can share it with our Temple family!

Send information to Debbie Friedman, Communications Director, at dfriedman@ttti.org or call 440.498.9540.
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May the Memory of our Beloved be for a Blessing

THE TEMPLE’S YOM KIPPUR BOOK OF REMEMBRANCE

The High Holy Days are fast approaching. Our congregation will again offer every family the opportunity to memorialize loved ones in our Yom Kippur Book of Remembrance. The book will be distributed during the Yizkor Memorial Service on Yom Kippur afternoon with the inscription of your loved one’s name.

It is a sacred mitzvah in the Jewish tradition to say Kaddish and to invoke the memory of our departed loved ones. They, of blessed memory, continue to inform our lives. We remember them to God by the simple act of declaring their names. The Yom Kippur Book of Remembrance will serve as the scroll of our lives – a proper and dignified testament to those who came before us, taught us, loved us and inspired us.

You are invited to participate in the Yom Kippur Book of Remembrance by filling out the form below and mailing it back to The Temple by Thursday, September 12.

IT’S QUICK AND EASY TO SUBMIT ONLINE!


- Please repeat my listing(s) from last year
- Please print the name(s) of loved one(s) CLEARLY and EXACTLY as you would like them to appear.

In their blessed memory, I enclose a check payable to The Temple-Tifereth Israel for:

# ____ NUMBER OF NAMES @ $18 EACH       $ ______ ADDITIONAL DONATION       $ ______ TOTAL

- Check enclosed - Payable to The Temple-Tifereth Israel
- Please charge my □ Visa □ Mastercard □ Discover □ American Express in the amount of $_______

Card # ___________________________ Exp. Date _________________

Credit Card Billing Address & Zip Code _____________________________________________

Your Name

Address

City

State

Zip

Phone

Email

Please mail payment to The Temple-Tifereth Israel no later than Monday, September 16.
The Temple-Tifereth Israel • 26000 Shaker Boulevard • Beachwood 44122
CONTRIBUTIONS

TRIBUTE FUNDS

The Rabbi Richard and Susan Block Camp Scholarship Fund
In honor of Susie & Rick Block's milestone anniversary by Carol & Ken Hochman

Rabbi Jonathan Cohen Discretionary Fund
In memory of Mary Chaitoff by Gregg Levine & Dr. Howard Epstein
In memory of Dena Cohen Leuten on her yahrzeit by Peggy & Phil Wasserstrom
In honor of Rabbi Jonathan Cohen's milestone birthday by Joann K. Levy
In honor of Rabbi Jonathan Cohen by Yael Dadoun

The Larry and Deedra Dolin Library Fund
In memory of Shirley Helf by Deedra Dolin

Ganon Gil Preschool Fund
In memory of Shirley Helf by Carey & Richard Joseph

The Garden Development & Maintenance Fund
In memory of Eleanor Lewis on her yahrzeit by Mary Karol

Jonathan Lee Gross Memorial Museum Fund

Vicky Lynn, Nathan & Rose Guren Memorial Fund
In memory of Rose Guren on her yahrzeit by Sheldon & Bonnie Guren
In honor of Joseph Ambus’ milestone birthday by Lois & Homer Guren
In honor of Edward Lux's milestone birthday by Lois & Homer Guren

Rabbi Roger C. Klein Discretionary Fund
In memory of Sammy Kay by Janyce & Ed Baily
In memory of Ruth Newman Schlang on her yahrzeit by Gail & Elliott Schlang
In memory of Philip Singer by Dr. Anne & Jay Singer
In memory of Bessie Leuten on her yahrzeit by Peggy & Phil Wasserstrom

Ricky Levine Memorial Fund
In memory of Charles B. Rosenblatt by Harriet & Herbert Levine
In memory of Ricky Levine by Harriet & Herbert Levine
In memory of Richard Levine & Nancy Friedman by Phyllis E. Levine

Ellen and Milton Licker Memorial Fund
In memory of Marian Heiser by Alice Licker

In memory of Renee Belman by Alice Licker
In memory of Leonard Robuck by Alice Licker
In memory of Mary Chaitoff by Alice Licker & Ted Hetman

Claire F. & Stanley W. Morgenstern Music Fund
In appreciation of the Claire F. & Stanley W. Morgenstern Music Fund for sponsoring the Jazz Musical Shabbat Service by Toni & Don Scherzer

Drs. Chester & Franklin Plotkin Lectureship Fund
In memory of Charles B. Rosenblatt by Patricia Plotkin
In memory of Stanley Meisel by Patricia Plotkin
In memory of Henry Goodman by Patricia Plotkin

Rock My Soul Shabbat
In appreciation of Cantor Sebo and the Rock My Soul Shabbat programing by Mandel Foundation

Rabbi Stacy Schlein Discretionary Fund
In honor of Molly Goldberg becoming a Bat Mitzvah by Amy & Jeremy Goldberg
In honor of Rabbi Stacy officiating at Marlene Whitman’s Bat Mitzvah by Hope Miller

The Schwartz Family Fund
In memory of Leonard Schwartz by Ruth & Doug Mayers
In honor of Doug Mayers’ milestone birthday by Sharon & Paul Priesand
In honor of Lindsay Stein by Ruth & Doug Mayers

Cantor Kathryn Wolfe Sebo Discretionary Fund
In memory of Philip Singer by Dr. Anne & Jay Singer
In honor of Cantor Sebo & Marshall Griffith for the Jazz Musical Shabbat Service by Toni & Don Scherzer
In honor and appreciation of Cantor Kathy Sebo by Beverly & Michael Goldie
In appreciation of Molly Goldberg becoming a Bat Mitzvah by Amy & Jeremy Goldberg
In appreciation of officiating at the Stein/Hyatt wedding by Bonnie & Jeffrey Stein

Shabbaton Fund

The Gail Shields Memorial Staff Assistance Fund
In honor of the marriages of Louis Innenberg’s son and daughter by Lana & Michael Jacobson

The Temple Arts Program Fund
Wishing Connie Badowski a speedy recovery by Marla & Thaddeus Badowski

If you are interested in being a temple greeter, usher, or Oneg sponsor call Bonnie Chizek at 216.831.3233 or email bchizek@ttti.org for information.
Temple Brotherhood
In appreciation of The Temple Brotherhood by Ben Light

Temple Hunger and Social Justice Fund
In memory of Marie & Harry Lewis on their yahrzeit by Sandy Green
In honor of Sue Siegler’s milestone birthday by Mrs. Barbara Baum
In honor of Eugene Selker’s milestone birthday by Ruth Berger
In honor of Marlene Whitman becoming a Bat Mitzvah by Jean H. Foxman

The Temple - General Fund
In memory of Rose Goldstein on her yahrzeit by Terry & Shelly Adelman
In memory of Arthur Joseph Mandel on his yahrzeit by Nancy Blumenthal
In memory of Ilene Weil on her yahrzeit by Darlene & Bob Duvin
In memory of Louis Duvin on his yahrzeit by Darlene & Bob Duvin
In memory of Henrietta Duvin on her yahrzeit by Darlene & Bob Duvin
In memory of Simon Angart on his yahrzeit by Sherry & Richard Goldstein
In memory of Larry H. Kline on his yahrzeit by Sheryl & Judson Kline
In memory of Gertrude Gottfried Milner on her yahrzeit by Eunice & William Leizman
In memory of Emma Lerner on her yahrzeit by Norma Lerner
In memory of Susan W. Deutsch on her yahrzeit by Elizabeth & Steven Miller
In memory of Charles B. Rosenblatt by Margie Shorr
In memory of Louis Pearlman on his yahrzeit by Eleanor J Weissman
In honor of Sue Siegler’s milestone birthday by Lois J. Davis, Shirley Leikin, Carol & Maury Rose. Ellie Schwartz.
In honor of Jordan Tobin’s milestone birthday by Susan & Michael Hyman
In honor of Ruthie Lieberman’s milestone birthday by Sheila Wyse
In honor of Susan & Bernie Goodman’s milestone anniversary by Larry Edelman, JoAnn Millman & Arthur Kaplansky.
In honor of the Confirmation of Hannah Light by Justin Forlenza

The Tischler Klezmer Orchestra Fund
In memory of Norm Tischler by The Weils of Bainbridge

The Temple Torah Study Fund
In honor of Bill Mack’s milestone birthday by Rita & Burt Frankel, Charlotte Price.
In honor of Lenore Koppel’s milestone birthday by Charlotte Price

Temple Women’s Association
In memory of Mary Chaitoff by Ronna Sherman, Ginny Sukenik. Temple Women’s Association.
In honor of Elaine Berg’s milestone birthday by Ellen F. Saltz
In honor of Marlene Whitman becoming a Bat Mitzvah by Ruth & Doug Mayers
In honor of Cookie Hartman’s speedy recovery by Margo Vinney & Jeffrey Chaitoff

The Naomi G. and Edwin Z. Singer Endowment Fund
Wishing Edwin Singer a Happy Father’s Day by Geri & Harry Singer

Lindsay E. Stark Memorial Social Action Endowment Fund
In memory of Elise Kirschenbaum by Peggy & Clifford Stark
In memory of Leonard Robuck by Peggy & Clifford Stark

The Temple Learning Fund
In honor of Marlene Whitman becoming a Bat Mitzvah by Anna & Jeff Boardman & Family, Donna & Ken Lawrence.

The TWA Youth Leadership Endowment Fund
In honor of the new incoming 2019-2021 TWA Board by Sandy Zieve

Ruth & Jules Vinney Special Music Fund
In memory of Mary Chaitoff by Amy & Armond Budish, Cookie & Alan Hartman.
In appreciation of the Stephen Wise Synagogue having permission to use Rabbi Abba Hillel Silver’s writings by The Stephen Wise Synagogue

FOUN DATION ENDOWMENT FUN DS

The Horty Coven Camp Scholarship Fund
In memory of Max Silberman by Marcia Coven, Jack Coven & Steve Joseph

The Wendy Jo Dannenhirsch Memorial Museum Fund
In memory of Wendy Jo Dannenhirsch by Morrie Dannenhirsch

Robert B. Dery Memorial Endowment Fund
In honor of Arlene Libman’s birthday by Patti Dery

The Marx Family Fund
Rochelle & Joel Marx

Sidney M. & Harriet A. Polk Worship & Music Fund
In memory of Mary Chaitoff by Nancy & David Polk

Silver Fund in memory of Rabbi Abba Hillel & Virginia Silver and Rabbi Daniel Jeremy Silver
In memory of Rabbi Abba Hillel Silver & Rabbi Daniel Jeremy Silver by Sidney Macey
In appreciation of the Stephen Wise Synagogue having permission to use Rabbi Abba Hillel Silver’s writings by The Stephen Wise Synagogue

The Amanda Rachel Wien Advocacy Fund
In memory of Leonore Schildhouse by Randi & Chuck Wien
In memory of Elise Kirschenbaum by Randi & Chuck Wien

As of June 28, 2019

Thank you to Carol Marshal and Joe Newman, recipients of the Volunteer of the Year award, for allocating their $500 grants to the following funds:

Carol Marshal - The Temple Arts Program
Joe Newman - The Claire F. & Stanley W. Morgenstern Music Fund

BIMAH FLOWER FUND - AUGUST
The beautiful flowers that grace the bimah on Shabbat are made possible through donations in loving memory of:
Kathryn Swersdow by Donald Glaser and grandchildren
Henrietta Glaser by Donald Glaser and grandchildren
Dr. Arnold Heller by his wife Doris Heller Cramer and children Joan and Craig Brown, Anne and Dan Tomsky, and Elaine and David Heller
S. Michael Loveman by his wife Sondra, children Susan, Brian, Sally Lou, Mitchell and Kristy Rob.
Albert “Pete” Pickus on his birthday by his wife Nancy and children Miriam, Peter and Matthew.
Ida Fisher Zeidman, Jenny Kaplan Fisher and Sophie Zeidman by Adele Silver and Jonathan, Michael and Sarah and their families
Marcella Kuperberg by Dr. James R. Kuperberg
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**IN MEMORIAM**
The Temple expresses heartfelt sympathy to members of the bereaved families. May the memory of their loved one be for a blessing.

**RENEE BELMAN** - Mother of Suzanne (Marvin) Schaefer, Steven (Susan) Belman; Grandmother of Brian (Niki) Schaefer; Great-grandmother of Noah and Lane Schaefer

**NANCY LEE GERSON** - Mother of Jodi (Dr. Richard) Lash

**ALLAN H. HARRIS, M.D.** - Husband of Frances; Father of Gregory (Debra) Harris, Tami (Cliff) Harris-Robinson; Grandfather of Rubin Harris, Jacob, Sloan and Lucas Robinson; Brother of the late Joan (Julius) Natko; Brother-in-law of Patricia (Jack) DeShields

**LILLIAN INSUL JALASS** - Mother of Don (Lynda) Insul; Grandmother of Marc (Leslie) Insul, Jacquelyn (Rob) Hicks; Great-grandmother of Brandon, Jamie and Lauren Insul, Joshua Hicks

**ELISE IRENE KIRSCHENBAUM** - Sister of Herbert Goulder

**EDWARD S. ROSENTHAL** - Father of Diane (Gary) Waxman, Lynn (Darryl) Corrado, Amie (Ryan) Gillmore, Carrie Rosenthal Edmonds; Grandfather of Michael (Tory), Adam and Jennifer Waxman, Jack Corrado, Sidney and Finn Gillmore, Avery Edmonds; Great-grandfather of Abigail Waxman; Brother of Nancy (Marc) Shrier, the late Laurie (Eric) Stoelting and Louis (Charlotte) Rosenthal

**BRIAN SCOTT SAIGER** - Son of Florence, and the late Robert Saiger

**LEONARD S. SCHWARTZ** - Husband of Charlotte Kramer and the late Corinne; Father of Sandra Mott, Barry (Merle) Schwartz, Howard (Charlene) Schwartz, Roger (Catherine) Schwartz; Stepfather of Mark (Nancy) Kramer; Grandfather of Carolyn (Shane) Martin, Sara (Jason) Barnes, Daniel (Josephine Vu) Schwartz, Cory Schwartz, Rachel (Andrew) Menditch, Dustin, Nicole and Malorie Schwartz, Toby (Lisa Marie) Kramer, Elizabeth (Erik) Auerbach, Benjamin Kramer; Brother of the late Bernice Eisen, Shirley Baum and Muriel Cowic; Uncle of Bruce Chemel and Harry Baum

If the deceased was not a temple member, only family members belonging to The Temple are listed here.

**CONSIDER BEING AN ONEG SPONSOR**

**ONEG SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES:**

- **Kabbalat Shabbat** – $100
- **Rock My Soul Shabbat** – $250
- **TGIS “Thank God It's Shabbat”** – $75

  *This is a fully tax-deductible donation.*

  **For more information, please contact Bonnie at 216.831.3233 or email bchizek@ttti.org.**

**MARK YOUR CALENDAR FOR THESE AUGUST EVENTS!**

All events are held at The Temple unless noted

- **Kabbalat Shabbat Services** - Fridays, August 2, 9, 16, 23 & 30 (Shira Chadasha)
- **TWA Pre-Oneg** - Friday, August 16 at 5:15 PM
- **Shabbat Services** - Saturdays, August 10 at 4:30 PM, August 31 at 11:00 AM & 4:30 PM
- **Festive Summer TGIS** - Friday, August 9 at 7:30 PM
- **Temple Picnic & Rock My Havdalah** - Saturday, August 24 at 4:00 PM
- **Temple Board Meeting** - Sunday, August 25 (Orientation at 11:00 AM • Board Meeting at 1:00 PM)
- **TWA Board Meeting** - Tuesday, August 27 at 7:00 PM

*Note: There will be no Torah Study sessions in August*

*The Temple Times is available on our website at www.ttti.org or via email by contacting Suzanne Utley at sutley@ttti.org.*
Previously Workmen’s Circle, this group of musicians have been playing Klezmer music together, some for as long as 20 years. In honor of our beloved former leader, the late Norman Tischler, they have rededicated the orchestra as the Norman Tischler Klezmer Orchestra (TKO).

Under the direction of our new leader, Moss Stanley, TKO offers audiences in Northeast Ohio a blend of Klezmer, Israeli, and contemporary music, with lyrics in Yiddish, Hebrew and English. They bring Klezmer back to its roots as dance tunes for weddings and other festive celebrations, and so we play lively, foot-tapping, happy music as well as love songs and other ballads. TKO encourage audience participation in the form of clapping, dancing, and singing.

Concerts are approximately one hour long and the cost varies depending on the venue. Pre-event and small ensemble concerts are also available.

UPCOMING PERFORMANCES
FREE AND OPEN TO THE COMMUNITY:
SEPTEMBER 8 - LEGACY VILLAGE
SEPTEMBER 15 - NIGHTTOWN
Check the locations websites for exact perofrmance times.

For bookings or information, call 216.223.8842
or email TKO at info@clevelandtko.com